**CABLE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS**  
**RFN-1024-1SI**

**STEP 1**
- **BRAID**
- **GROOVE ON THIS SIDE**

**STEP 2**
- **CABLE DIELECTRIC CENTER CONDUCTOR**
- **BRAID FOLDED BACK AND TRIMMED**

**STEP 3**
- **CONTACT (SOLDER OR CRIMP)**

**STEP 4**
- **TIGHTEN BACK NUT**

---

**Step 1:** Cut end of cable evenly. Strip cable to dimensions shown on envelope/outline drawing. All cuts are to be clean and square. Do not nick braid, dielectric or center conductor. Slide back nut, washer and gasket onto cable. Braid must be combed for assembly of clamp.

**Step 2:** Place the clamp over braid and push clamp back against cable jacket. Fold back braid wire and form over the clamp evenly. Trim extra braid if needed.

**Step 3:** Slide contact onto center conductor until it yields against the cable dielectric. Pre tin cable conductor if using stranded cable (if needed). Solder or crimp contact in place. If soldering use minimum amount of heat.

**Step 4:** Properly seat groove of gasket onto clamp. Insert contact, cable and hardware into the body. Tighten back nut while holding body stationery.